SagamoreXVIII transportation
General information
Currency is EURO. Collect money or change at airport. ATM machines are named “Bancomat”. The
conference site is 3 km from the closest town. Voltage is 220 V/50 Hz. International phone prefix
is +39.

Contacts
Hotel Flamingo Resort

phone: +39-070-9208361
email: info@hotelflamingo.it

Medical emergency

118

Police

112

The organizing committee will arrive Saturday June 6th, early in the afternoon.
Available contacts:
Davide Ceresoli

phone, text (SMS), whatsapp: +39-347-1001570
email: sagamore@istm.cnr.it

Mario Trioni

phone, text (SMS), whatsapp: +39-347-2551832

Travel option #1: conference buses
For those of arriving at Cagliari airport. 20 minutes before the scheduled bus departure, please, be
at the meeting point located near the tourist desk info, ground floor (Arrivals), close to the exit
door. We'll be there with a clear sign “SAGAMORE XVIII”.
List of scheduled buses from Cagliari airport (Sunday June 7)
•
•
•

15:00 collecting flights EZY2877(10:55), FR5426(12:20), AZ1581(12:20), AZ1564(13:45),
AZ1563(14:10), IG1602(14:20), AZ7079(14:35), QS1018(14:40), AZ1570(14:45)
18:30 collecting flights AZ1597(16:10), EZY1507(16:55), LH1972(17:15), FR4877(17:30),
AZ1595(18:15)
Participants arriving on a different flight will be contacted individually and grouped on
minivans.

List of scheduled buses to Cagliari airport (Friday June 12)
•
•
•
•

07:50 serving flights AZ1553(10:30), AZ1594(11:20)
11:45 serving flights EZY3204(14:25), AZ1551(14:30), AZ1598(15:05), AZ1567(15:55)
13:45 serving flights AZ1562(17:00), AZ1555(17:55), 19:05, IG1603(19:20), FR7749(19:30),
20:00, AZ1586(22:20), VY6165(22:35)
Participants leaving before or after Friday can inspect the departure chart at the conference
to group together and save on taxi fares.

Travel option #2: car rental, taxi
If you are arriving earlier or departing after the conference dates, you must transfer to/from
Cagliari airport at your expenses. Taxi service costs approximately 80 EUR (you can carpool up to 3
people).
The conference address is:
Hotel Flamingo Resort
SS 195, Km 33.800
09010 Santa Margherita di Pula (Cagliari) Sardegna, Itali a
GPS coordinates:
Google maps:

38°58'00.9"N 8°58'45.9"E
38.966919, 8.979427

Travel option #3: Public transportation (1.5-2 hours, ~10 EUR/person)
1) From Cagliari airport take the train (Ferrovie dello Stato), direction Cagliari train station.
During peak hours there is a train every 10 minutes. The ride is about 10 minutes, the ticket
is 1.25 EURO, to be bought before boarding.
2) Exit Cagliari train station from the main entrance towards Piazza Matteot. The ARST bus
station is on the right, next to the McDonald. Take ARST Bus 129 towards
PULA/SANT'ANNA ARRESI. Your destination is “PULA”. You can buy the bus ticket (approx.
5-6 EURO) before boarding, or on the bus with the additional cost of 1 EURO. The ride is
approximately 50 minutes.
3) Ask the driver to get you off the the stop at “VIA CORINALDI, PULA”. Then wait the shuttle
bus, serving all nearby hotels and camping areas.
ARST bus 129 weekday schedule (Monday to Saturday)
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4) The shuttle bus is run by FOLLESA. The cost is 1 EURO to be payed to the driver. Ask the
shuttle driver to get you off at “Hotel Flamingo Resort”. The ride takes 12 minutes.
Shuttle bus schedule (all week)
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5) Pula is 3 Km far from the conference hotel. Do not try to walk to the hotel: Strada Statale
(SS) 195 has no sidewalk and no street lighting. In case you end up in Pula and there are
no shuttles anymore, call the hotel (+39-070-9208361) for a pick up (~15 EURO).
The return bus schedule will be pinned on the conference announcement board.

Map of downtown PULA (3 km from the Hotel)

